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This site was started for independent artist who need an outlet for exposure.

It seems as time goes on we are ‘fed’ the same ol beats from the same ol artists and those who
‘live’ hip-hop know there are a lot better artist out there than what the majors are trying to ‘feed’
us.

We have another web site as well and thru that site we can promote artists thru interviews and
release information.

So really we can give an artist two different outlets for their work.

Spoken word artist seem to be totally over looked, except in the underground hip-hop scene.
We would like to bring some of these marvelous story tellers to light and let them shine as well.
Emotion is what is missing in a lot of hip-hop tracks now a days.

The people that work on this site are just normal hip-hop minded people who want to do what
we can to get out some of the great music we hear.

The underground hip-hop, as it is called; is where a lot of un-noticed talent is.

Spoken word artist seem to be un-noticed by many, and we feel that people are missing a huge
chunk of the culture by not hearing or supporting these artist.

If you can help us out by sending us info on an artist or an event that would be greatly
appreciated.
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We also run a Tupac Shakur based hip-hop rap web site. www.ThugLifeArmy.com and thru that
site and this site, we can help promote some of the artist that are on these pages.

Thru interviews and press releases we are looking to add to the menu of artists who are getting
noticed.

We have helped a few along the way but we would like to help as many as we can.

We can help artists get noticed with interviews and press releases and if need be we can do
graphics for independent artist that need a lil help.

Help us spread the word about yourself or your favorite independent artist and hit us up with an
email HERE .

Thanks and please visit our other site – www.ThugLifeArmy.com for all the daily news of the
hip-hop community.-----1---Site Admin.

Suggestions, feed back or any input is always appreciated.
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